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Using Qualtrics XM to Create a Point-of-Use Survey to Assess the Usability of a Local Implementation of Primo
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ABSTRACT

In 2020, Libraries and Cultural Resources (LCR) at the University of Calgary used Qualtrics XM to design and pilot a point-of-use survey to collect user feedback on the usability of our implementation of Primo, Ex Libris’s web-scale discovery service. Over a two-week period, users were presented with the pop-up survey while searching and asked to provide feedback. This article summarizes how we designed and implemented this point-of-use survey and the lessons learned from this project.

INTRODUCTION

In 2018, Libraries and Cultural Resources (LCR) at the University of Calgary implemented Ex Libris’s Primo, a web-scale discovery service. Through an embedded search box on the library webpage (https://www.library.ucalgary.ca), users can use Primo to discover and access resources from LCR’s physical and digital collections. After adopting Primo, LCR wanted to assess usability of the interface and the initial decisions made around user interface display customizations. To do this, in early 2020 LCR’s Primo Working Group piloted a point-of-use intercept survey using Qualtrics XM to collect feedback from users on the success of their search experience. For this, we defined success as users’ perception that they found what they were looking for. As we were unable to find comprehensive guidance on how to set up such a survey, this article will share our process and lessons learned in the hope that others will find it useful.

PRIMO AND USABILITY

Ex Libris designed Primo “to catch up with user expectations” through implementing “contemporary user experience elements.” Since the initial release, many academic libraries have conducted user experience studies on Primo that involved recruiting users and asking them to complete specific common tasks while under observation. Study designers then analyze the results for insights into user experience. These studies capture feedback from a sample of users in the context of a usability test environment, which is to some extent artificial. In our study, we aimed to capture authentic user feedback as they searched using Primo, not as they completed predetermined tasks. In the marketing profession, this is known as an intercept survey, an online survey that is triggered during the use of a site or application and can be used to study “natural use of the product.”

In the library context, Martha Kyrillidou, Terry Plum, and Bruce Thompson used this method, which they referred to as point-of-use surveys, to collect user feedback on networked electronic resources. Importantly, they contended that point-of-use surveys can improve the validity and
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response rates of a survey because the survey does not require users to report on “predicted, intended, or remembered use” (which can introduce error) and that proactive interception increases the number of responses and decreases the potential for bias due to nonresponse rates. Further, Jane Nichols, Richard Stoddart, and Terry Reese explained how Oregon State University Libraries and Press designed and implemented an in-house intercept survey for collection assessment and noted the in-house method required significant time and support from their developers and that they would investigate whether Qualtrics could support the intercept functionality.6

Using Qualtrics XM to Deliver a Survey

In early 2020, LCR formed a Primo Working Group, which includes representative from library systems, research and learning services, public services, and collections. The group meets monthly to review Primo developments and work on improving our search experience. After our initial meetings, the group began to discuss how we collect user feedback on our discovery search interface. A subgroup was formed to come up with a strategy for this assessment. In the subgroup’s initial meeting, we decided to collect user feedback on search experience by asking open-ended questions about how successful users perceived they were with their search and to ask them to identify the elements of the interface that helped or hinder their success. For this, we decided to use Qualtrics XM because it is the University of Calgary’s licensed survey tool and we determined it could be used to deliver the survey as a pop-up.

Using Qualtrics XM, we first developed a test survey to understand how to set up the survey flow and how to create the pop-up to display to users. After setting this up, we shared a test version with the Primo Working Group for feedback on the design and testing in our Primo sandbox. Based on this feedback, we finalized a short survey that asked users if they found the resources they were looking for and included a follow-up question about why they feel their search was successful or unsuccessful (see fig. 1). The questions were:

1. What user group do you belong to? If you belong to more than one group, choose the group that had brought you to the Library today:
   - Academic Staff
   - Support Staff and Management & Professional Staff
   - Undergraduate Student
   - Graduate Student
   - Continuing Education Student
   - Community User
   - Other
2. Did you find what you needed?
   - Yes (conditionally linked to question 3a)
   - No (conditionally linked to question 3b)
   - Somewhat (conditionally linked to question 3a and 3b)
3. 3a. What helped you find what you needed?
    3b. Why do you think your search was not successful?
After finalizing the survey, we configured the pop-up. Our plan was to run the survey for a two-week period. During this two-week window when the survey was active, users would be presented with a pop-up during their Primo search session asking if they would like to provide feedback. To trigger the display of the survey in a pop-up, we used Qualtrics XM’s built-in functionality to create a point-of-use intercept, a Website & App Feedback project (see fig. 2).

![Figure 2. Create a Website & App Feedback project screen.](image)

After creating the project, we needed to configure the Intercept and Creative. The Intercept is used to define the conditions for when a user on a site or app is presented with the survey. The Creative is the method for delivering the survey to the users once intercepted on the site. For this project, we decided to use the Responsive Dialog Creative to connect users to our survey (see fig. 3).
Within the Creative, we were able to configure and preview the size, style, and text for the dialog and buttons; add images, such as a logo; and set the display animation (see fig. 4).

**Figure 4.** Responsive Dialog Creative configuration screen.

We configured the dialog to allow users to accept or decline our request to take the survey and branded it with our logo and colors (see fig. 5).
Once we configured the Creative, we needed to set up the Intercept. We set the survey as the target for the Intercept and defined the Targeting logic and Frequency. For the Targeting logic, we used the “If Current URL Starts With” option and used the base URL for our Primo instance (see fig. 6).

For the frequency, we configured it to intercept users only when their mouse left the web page because we did not want the survey to intercept users before they had tried searching. This was our best approximation for ensuring the intercept timing was appropriate for the questions we were asking. We determined the other available options would display the survey too early (on load or on focus) and not have achieved a valid timing for the questions. There is also an option to use custom JavaScript code to set the timing, but we decided to just use the out-of-the-box options because we wanted to keep the configuration simple (see fig. 7).
To avoid frustrating users by displaying the survey too frequently, we used the “Repeated display prevention for browser cookie” option. Within this configuration, we set the survey to display to 100% of the users who qualify but prevented repeated display for one day. This meant users would not be asked to take the survey more than once a day.

To add the intercept to Primo, we copied the JavaScript code snippet that Qualtrics XM generates and added this to the custom.js file in our Primo customization package (see fig. 8).

Once this code is deployed in Primo, the intercept behavior can be controlled within Qualtrics XM by simply activating or deactivating it within the Website/App Feedback project (see fig 9).
This was convenient because we could leave the code in the Primo custom.js file and deactivate or activate in Qualtrics XM as necessary. In addition, when we later updated the target of the intercept to an updated version of the survey we did not have to update the code in Primo.

LESSONS LEARNED

Proactively intercepting users at point of use can result in a significant number of responses over a short period of time. As mentioned above, we initially ran the survey with the intercept for a two-week period and again, for the same period of time, during two additional semesters. Between these periods, we left the survey active as a passive sidebar that users could choose to access. This passive method collected fewer responses (107) over a six-month period than the point-of-use survey (755) collected over the combined six weeks that the pop-up prompt was active.

For those who are interested in running a point-of-use survey, we summarize the lessons we learned below.

When Designing a Survey Consider the Following

- Keep the survey short and focused on a specific goal.
- Assess the survey questions after piloting and iterate—adjust or clarify questions if needed.

When Designing the Point-of-Use Intercept Consider the Following

- Make sure the point-of-use intercept will not frustrate users by controlling how frequently the survey is presented.
- Make sure the timing of the pop-up dialog aligns with your goal(s) by considering:
  - When do your primary stakeholders most heavily use library resources?
  - What is the minimum number of responses you aim to collect?
  - How long do you need to run the survey to achieve this number?
  - At what point in the users’ search will the survey intercept users to ask for feedback? Will this timing be at the point of use you want feedback on?

Provide Users with Options for Timely Support

We found that users sometimes confused the feedback survey with an opportunity to report issues or ask for help. Accordingly, at the end of the survey we added a closing message that provided users with options to get immediate help using chat or our FAQs (see fig. 10).

**Figure 10.** Survey closing message.

Thank you for your feedback. If you need further help, use the chat or search our FAQ.
CONCLUSION

For academic libraries with access via an institutional license, Qualtrics XM is a flexible and relatively simple tool that can be used to gather point-of-use feedback on user experiences with library discovery services such as Primo. In our case, we analyzed the results for themes and shared these with our Primo Working Group. As a result, the group reviewed the results and came up with actionable items such as updating our display labels for facets, resource availability statements, and access and licensing. This method may also be applicable for collecting feedback on other elements of a library website, vendor platforms, or online collections.
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